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Description
The present invention related to reduce the unbearable cancerous 

pain and its inflammation of any part of the body within a few minutes 
only after external application.

This invention is related to the development of scientific poly-herbal 
formulation in nano-diluted form that will useful in the management of 
unbearable pain of cancer patients, already test in hospitals with 
regulatory approval.

Novel feature of the invention

This medicine is purely plants oriented. Due to plants oriented the 
availability of raw material for the preparation of this medicine is 
very easer worldwide. This is highly effective on cancerous pain. 
The preservation process of this invention is very easy. Because of 
its distilled water base mix with 2% Rectified spirit.

• This present invention can be used externally and internally and
both at the same time. Due to multiple types of using process, the
application of this medicine is very easy for any types of patient
suffering from cancerous pain.

• From its unique preparation process, all types of negative aspect of
plants have removed and all positive and active substances of the
plant have collected and used. Due to this, it has no any side effect
on healthy body.

• Lab test (Ana laboratories, Mumbai) has declared that there has less
heavy metal which is within permissible limit. Due to this reason
this medicine is absolutely safe for human being.

The extracts of identified plants were grouped with a certain 
proportion. These created groups and some single plants extract again 
combine with certain proportion to get this poly-herbal recipe.

The individual plants extract were recorded and tested and placed in 
different group based on their activities with specific ration 5%, 10%, 
20%, and 25% so on to prepare the specific groups. Now these 
prepared groups are combined together with a specific ration 5%, 
10%, 20%, and 25% so on and also combine some single plants 
extract with specific ration 10%, 5%, 25%, and 30% to prepare this 
unique mix.

The final formulations were tested in different in vitro and animal 
models as well as on selected cohort of patients under strict regulatory 
guidelines of CDRI Lucknow.

Experimental details/testing results
This medicine used of several types of cancerous pain like jaw 

cancer, throat cancer, liver cancer, uterus cancer, penis cancer. 
Application of medicine is external or internal or both way. The 
testing result in all cases is within 7 minutes to 30 minutes. The pain 
reduced 40% to 100% (patent opinion).

Use/function/industrial application
Application of medicine is external or internal or both way at the 

same time. At the time of external use, the affected body part where 
cancer appears must be wet by medicine properly at least 10 to 15 
minutes continuous. After applying medicine cancerous pain is going 
to reduce. The function of the medicine through lymph, that’s why it 
works like electricity.

At the time of internal use, 5 to 10 drops with 1 cup taped warm 
water 3 or 4 times a day or as directed by physician.

Re-apparent of the pain is depending upon vitality of the patient. 
The pain might be reducing for less time or for long period. But when 
patient feels pain again, the repetition of the medicine might be 
occurred.

Advantage
The methodology use to prepare this invention make it totally non-

poisonous and works like miraculous to reduce the unbearable 
cancerous pain and its inflammation. It has no any side effect on 
healthy body.
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